Dear Members and Friends,

We hope this is the beginning of a better year. Too many members of the Holocaust survivor community were lost to the coronavirus. In some ways, the social isolation caused by the pandemic has made us develop new networking and education strategies which has been beneficial. Sadly, we have also seen a dramatic rise in fear and hatred. We wish all of you direct strength (yasher koach) in facing the challenges ahead.

2022 marks GSI’s 20th year. We have information about the members of GSI’s Coordinating Council and Advisory Group on our website. We invite you to “meet” us at www.genshoah.org.

Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and in other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor and their descendants’ communities: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish it to appear in the upcoming (next) month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, and more. Survivors, their children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.
**GSI** has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor and descendants’ community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the Facebook group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at [www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/](http://www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/). Joining Facebook is free and easy: [www.facebook.com](http://www.facebook.com).

### CONFERENCES

52nd Annual Scholars’ Conference on the Holocaust and the Churches  
**Expanding Perspectives of the Holocaust**  
March 5 – 8, 2022  
Ackerman Center for Holocaust Studies, the University of Texas at Dallas

### UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS

**Bioethics, Disease, and the Holocaust**  
January 3 – 7, 2022  
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

**Seminarios Virtuales de Yad Vashem para American Latina**  
(Yad Vashem Virtual Seminars for Latin America)  
January 9 – 13, 2022

**Liberation and the Return to Life**  
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel  
January 10, 2022 3:00 pm ET

**The Power of the Story:**  
**Learning Through the Voices of Survivors**  
January 13, 2022 1:00 pm PT  
USC Shoah Foundation Institute, Los Angeles, CA

**Holocaust Survivor Presentation: Making Things Right**  
January 14, 2022 10:00 am MT  
Arizona Jewish Historical Society, Phoenix, AZ  
RSVP: [afusco@azjhs.org](mailto:afusco@azjhs.org)

**Why are We Still Teaching about the Holocaust?**  
**Commemorating International Holocaust Remembrance Day**  
January 26, 2022 3:00 pm ET  
Echoes & Reflections
Visual Biography Workshop: Opening the Holocaust Drawer
January 30, February 6, and February 13, 2022
Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

The Post-War Period as Reflected Through Art
October 25 – 26, 2022
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

Please send your paper proposal of no more than 1500 words and a short 150-word biography by January 2022 to: zborowski.center@yadvashem.org.il

UPCOMING EVENTS

Tovah Feldshuh in Becoming Dr. Ruth.

Now – January 14, 2022—Bangor Public Library, Bangor, ME
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit Americans and the Holocaust.

Now – January 14, 2022—Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
Montreal Holocaust Museum exhibit: And in 1948 I came to Canada, The Holocaust in Six Dates. The six dates highlighted in the exhibit are 1933: (Nazi rise to power and anti-Jewish laws), 1939 (Beginning of the war and creation of ghettos), 1941 (Invasion of the USSR and mass murders by mobile killing units), 1942 (Deportation to killing centers), 1943 (Resistance in its various forms), and 1945 (Liberation and the post-war period). Virtual or in-person tours. For information and to book tours: michelle.edgar@raritanval.edu.

Now – January 14, 2022—University of Mississippi, University, MS
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit Americans and the Holocaust.

Now – January 14, 2022—Yuma County Library District, Yuma, AZ
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit Americans and the Holocaust.

Now – January 30, 2022—Union Station, Kansas City, MO

Now – April 29, 2022—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Boris Lurie: Nothing To Do But To Try. The exhibition of this Holocaust survivor’s art presents a portrait of an artist reckoning with devastating trauma, haunting memories, and an elusive, lifelong quest for freedom.

Now—May 2022—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queens, NY
Exhibit: The Concentration Camps: Inside the Nazi System of Incarceration and Genocide. This new, original exhibition surveys the scope and brutality of the Nazi system of incarceration and genocide, underscoring the horrific consequences of intolerance, racism, & authoritarianism.
Now – June 26, 2022—Minneapolis Institute of Art, Minneapolis, MN

Now – August 2022—Chula Vista Heritage Museum, Chula Vista, CA
Exhibit: RUTH: Remember Us the Holocaust.

January 4, 2022, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
My Soul is Filled with Joy: A Holocaust Story with Karen Treiger.

January 4, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Virtual program in partnership with Descendants of Holocaust Survivors (2G Greater New York) Rewriting History: The Politics Of Memory In Poland.

January 4, 2022, 7:00 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL

January 5, 2022, 11:00 am ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center, Glen Cove, NY
Curator’s Corner: A “Ghost Army” Flag of Liberation. A Nazi flag that was pulled down by American troops serving in the “Ghost Army” during WWII who then covered it with their signatures, transforming it from a flag of hate to a flag of liberation.

January 6, 2022, 11:00 am ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center, Glen Cove, NY
A Haven from the Holocaust: Washington Heights and the Jews of Europe.
Presented by Dr. Linda Burghardt.

January 9, 2022, 3:00 pm ET—The Generations After, Washington, DC
Online program Beauty After the Holocaust: A Mother-Daughter Conversation with artist and author Mindy Weisel in an interview with her daughter Ariane Weisel Margalit.

January 9, 2022, 3:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL

January 11, 2022, 11:00 am ET— Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center, Glen Cove, NY
Curator’s Corner: Photographs from the Liberation of Auschwitz.

January 11, 2022, 12:00 noon CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Virtual lunch & learn: Bud’s Jacket: An American Flyer Evades the Nazis in Occupied France.

January 11, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Zoom: Stories Survive: Nate Leipciger

January 11, 2022, 6:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center, Glen Cove, NY
2G Tuesday: Debbie Cohn will present the story of her mother, Ilse Loeb (née Morgenstern). Ilse grew up in Vienna, but in the wake of “Kristallnacht,” at the age of 13, her parents sent her to the
Netherlands for safety. Ilse was later forced into hiding, moving to various locations to keep ahead of the Nazis. While she survived the war, she never saw her parents again.

January 11, 2022, 8:00 pm ET — 3G NY Descendants of Holocaust Survivors, New York, NY (3G) Amy Spitalnick and the work of Integrity First for America. Integrity First for America (IFA), a nonpartisan nonprofit dedicated to defending democratic principles, is suing the neo-Nazis, white supremacists and hate groups responsible for the attack on Charlottesville in 2017. Their groundbreaking case, Sines v. Kessler, is the only active lawsuit taking on the vast leadership of the white supremacist movement.


January 12, 2022, 1:00 pm ET — YIVO Institute, New York, NY The Other Side: Law, Education, Ideology & Normalizing the Criminal with Jonathan Brent. Hitler wished to create an “antisemitism of reason” and employed the institutions of German society — education, law, religion, medicine, science, philosophy and history — to create the logic whereby segregation, expulsion and ultimately genocide were made reasonable, acceptable, and normal to the majority of Germans.

January 12, 2022, 6:00 pm PT — Phoenix Holocaust Association, Scottsdale, AZ Virtual event: Ksenia Coffman: Wikipedia and the Holocaust Sleuth. Ksenia Coffman discovered something amiss in a Wikipedia article about a notorious Nazi and a Holocaust perpetrator.

January 13, 2022, 6:30 pm CT — Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL Virtual & on-site screening Passage to Sweden. Fees.

January 14 – 31, 2022 — Levine Museum of the New South, Charlotte, NC Pop up history exhibit: Anne Frank: A History for Today. For more: tarneyd@queens.edu

January 16, 2022, 12:30 pm ET — Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center, Glen Cove, NY Elizabeth Smith Friedman: Code Breaker and Spy Hunter, a presentation by Amy Butler Greenfield, author of The Woman All Spies Fear.

January 16, 2022, 9:00 pm — Ghetto Fighters’ House, Western Galilee, Israel Rethinking the "Final Solution" and the Wannsee Conference 80 Years Later.

January 18, 2022, 12:00 noon PT — Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA The Dressmakers of Auschwitz: The True Story of the Women Who Sewed to Survive with Lucy Adlington.

January 18, 2022, 7:00 pm CT — Schaumburg Library, Schaumburg, IL Online Program: Jewish Soldiers Guarding Nazi POWs

January 19, 2022, 12:00 noon CT — Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL Virtual Lunch & Learn: Nazi Propaganda: Fueling Hate and Genocide – Virtual Tour.
January 19, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center, Glen Cove, NY 
Louis Posner Memorial Library Book Club: Eli’s Promise, which tells the story of a Jewish man from Lublin whose wife disappears during the Nazi occupation and his desperate search -- through war-torn Poland, in displaced persons camps in Germany, and into modern-day Chicago -- for both her and the man who swore to keep her safe.

January 20, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—March of the Living, New York, NY
Survivor Speaker Series with Gabriella Karin.

January 20, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

January 20, 2022, 2:00 pm MT—Phoenix Holocaust Association, Scottsdale, AZ
Online book discussion: We Share the Same Sky: A Memoir of Memory & Migration by Rachel Cerotti.

January 23, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Ghetto Fighters’ House, Western Galilee, Israel
International Holocaust Remembrance Day: The Austrian Cinema during the Nazi Regime: Between Alliance and Resistance with Prof. Klaus Samuel Davidowicz.

January 23, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
Otto von Habsburg, Saved by Sousa Mendes. Otto von Habsburg, the last Crown Prince of Austria, was on Hitler’s enemy list. He and his family were rescued with visas from Aristides de Sousa Mendes. During the war he was a leading figure in the war against Hitler, and after the war he was one of the founders of the European Parliament.

January 24, 2022, 18:30 GMT—Windsor Bldg. Auditorium, Royal Holloway, University of London, Egham, UK
Re-presenting the Holocaust at the Imperial War Museum with James Bulgin, Head of Content for the new Holocaust Galleries, Imperial War Museums. For free in-person tickets, please click here.

January 25, 2022, 11:30 am PT—Sir Martin Gilbert Learning Centre, London, UK
Panel discussion: The Holocaust in Public. What is the value of academic involvement in processes of public education and commemoration? What are the prospects for further growth in collaborative initiatives, and what are the obstacles? And how far does our expanded digital world impact this relationship?

January 25, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Next Generations, Boynton Beach, FL

January 25, 2022, 7:00 pm CT—Schaumburg Library, Schaumburg, IL
Online Program: Hitler’s Courts
January 26, 2022, 10:00 am CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Coffee with a Survivor livestream with 2G Julie Meetal Berman who will share how her mother and grandmother survived Auschwitz. [Click here for the live stream].

January 26, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Queens University of Charlotte, Charlotte, NC
International Holocaust Remembrance Day professional development session: Anne Frank: Beyond the Diary. For more and to RSVP: dippoldt@queens.edu.

January 26, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Nancy & David Wolf Holocaust & Humanity Center, Cincinnati, OH
An Evening with Holocaust Survivor Eva Schloss. Virtual and in-person.

January 26, 2022, 8:00 pm ET—Stern Auditorium, Carnegie Hall, New York, NY
International Holocaust Remembrance Day Commemoration: Hymns from Auschwitz A Tribute to Viktor Ullman and Michel Assael.

January 27, 2022, 10:00 am ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
All day commemoration: Echoes in Ink: A Liberation Day Reading of Short Stories from the Holocaust.

January 27, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—YIVO Institute, New York, NY
Book talk: From the Vilna Ghetto to Nuremberg: Memoir and Testimony by Avrom Sutzkever.

January 27, 2022, 2:00 pm PT—Clark County Library, 1401 E. Flamingo Rd, Las Vegas, NV
Surviving the Holocaust. What did it take for a Jew to survive in Nazi occupied Europe during World War II? Hear some of the stories of survivors as told to Esther Finder, volunteer interviewer for the US Holocaust Memorial Museum and the Survivors of the Shoah Visual History Foundation (now the USC Shoah Foundation Institute).

January 27, 2022, 6:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center, Glen Cove, NY
International Holocaust Remembrance Day virtual Commemoration: From Awareness to Action: Confronting Antisemitism at Home and Abroad.

January 27, 2022, 6:30 CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Saul & Ruby’s Holocaust Survivor Band – Film screening, live performance & discussion.

January 27, 2022, 7:00 pm PT—Town Hall Seattle, Seattle, WA
International Holocaust Remembrance Day Commemorative Concert Hours of Freedom: The Story of the Terezin Composer.

January 28 – March 11, 2022— University of Hawai‘i – West O’ahu, Kapolei, HI
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit Americans and the Holocaust.

January 28 – March 11, 2022—Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit Americans and the Holocaust.
January 28 – March 11, 2022—Georgia Southern University, Statesboro, GA
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit *Americans and the Holocaust*.

January 28 – March 11, 2022—University of California, Irvine, Irvine, CA
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit *Americans and the Holocaust*.

January 30, 2022, 3:00 pm CT—Children of Holocaust Survivors Association In Minnesota (CHAIM), Minneapolis, MN
*Amazing Grace*, Arye Ephrath, a child survivor born in Czechoslovakia, will present the fascinating and surprising story about his and his family's life before, during and after the Shoah.

January 30, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY

February 1, 2022, 12:00 noon CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
*Shanghai: Safe Haven During the Holocaust* virtual tour.

February 1, 2022, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
*The Holocaust through Muslim Eyes* with Dr. Mehnaz Afridi.

February 1, 2022, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Virtual Book & Author: *By the Grace of the Game: The Holocaust, a Basketball Legacy, and an Unprecedented American Dream* with Dan Grunfeld.

February 9, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Sir Martin Gilbert Learning Centre, London, UK
*The Future of Holocaust Education*: Former Managing Director of the Holocaust Educational Trust (UK), Joe Hayman, shares his reflections on the contemporary relevance of the Holocaust and the future of Holocaust education.

February 15, 2022, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
*Leo’s Journey—In My Father’s Words* with Richard Lowy.

February 17, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—March of the Living, New York, NY
*Holocaust Through Cinema* with Rich Brownstein, historian and author.

February 23, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Next Generations, Boynton Beach, FL
Film and panel discussion: *18 Enduring Voices*. Fees. Link sent prior to program.

March 25 – May 6, 2022—University Libraries, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA
Marshalltown Public Library, Marshalltown, IA
Bismarck Veterans Memorial Public Library, Bismarck, ND
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibition *Americans and the Holocaust*.
**FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION**

*FYI...* Online newsletters

- Action Reconciliation Service for Peace
- Arolsen Archives December 20, 2021
- Memoria Magazine
- Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club
- Memoria Magazine
- Montreal Holocaust Museum Teachers’ Newsletter
- United States Holocaust Memorial Museum Education Newsletter
- Wiener Library
- Yad Vashem December 14, 2021
- Yad Vashem December 27, 2021

*FYI...* Chapman University for this year's 23rd Annual Holocaust Art & Writing Contest: *Turning Memory to Strength: Living with Courage, Resilience and Hope.*

Middle and high school teachers can register now for this unique learning opportunity, which offers a meaningful way for students to engage with the personal stories of Holocaust survivors through their video testimonies and connect with themes relevant to their own lives.

Chapman University welcomes schools throughout the US and abroad and invites them to submit up to three entries per school in any combination of the following categories: art, film, poetry, or prose. **Submissions via postal mail are due by February 1, and digital submissions are due by February 3, 2022.** For more information visit the contest website. For questions and to request a poster contact Jessica MyLymuk at cioffi@chapman.edu

*FYI...* Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the COVID-19 virus shutdown. Here are some of them:

- December 1, 2021: [Chanukah in Carefree, AZ with (2G) Janice Friebaum](#)
- December 1, 2021: [Interview with film director Ari Folman on his film "Where is Anne Frank"](#)
- December 2, 2021: [Dedication of the Children’s Tree, A Living Artifact From Theresienstadt](#)
- December 2, 2021: [Ethics, Justice and the Holocaust](#)
- December 5, 2021: [Invisible Years: Hiding in the Netherlands during the Holocaust](#)
- December 7, 2021: [Rumbula Remembered: 80 Years Since the Mass Executions](#)
- December 7, 2021: [“Operation Texas” LBJ and the Holocaust](#)
- December 8, 2021: [Caring for children who were abandoned by the world](#)
- December 8, 2021: [Perspectives from Poland: An Update](#)
- December 9, 2021: [Making a New Life: The Courage of a Refugee Virtual Field Trip](#)
December 10, 2021: Transforming Moments: A Conversation with Diane von Furstenberg

December 15, 2021: Curator’s Corner: Remembering the Eichmann Trial 60 Years Later

December 15, 2021: Schindler’s Legacy: Creating South Africa’s Largest Holocaust and Genocide Museum with Tali Nates

December 15, 2021: First Person with Holocaust Survivor Nat Shaffir

December 21, 2021: Jews, Comics, and the Creation of the Superhero

Click here for past videos from the Arizona Jewish Historical Society

Click here for past videos of the Association of Jewish Refugees

Click here for past videos from Beit Terezin

Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History

Click here for past programs from Classrooms Without Borders

Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections

Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House

Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations

Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity

Click here for past programs from the Holocaust and Genocide Research Partnership

Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Memorial Center, Farmington Hills, MI

Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)

Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County

Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles

Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum

Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous

Click here for past programs from the Jewish Study Center

Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre

Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center

Click here for past programs from Liberation 75

Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs

Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage

Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos may also be found here.

Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs

Click here for past programs from the Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center

Click here for past programs from The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI)
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for 2021 First Person programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures you may have missed. Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.
Click here for past programs from Yeshiva University
Click here for past programs from YIVO

FYI... For the latest on the Baltics

FYI... Articles, videos, podcasts, and slideshows in the news...Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo, https://brave.com, or others.

Across Borders: International

156 Righteous Gentiles to receive $500,000 in stipends at holiday time
150,000 Holocaust survivors to receive $200M in emergency COVID-19 funding
Brief / Holocaust survivors to receive $200 million in emergency COVID-19 relief funds from Germany
20 years before the Holocaust, pogroms killed 100,000 Jews – then were forgotten
Romanian Jews honor Chilean diplomat who saved over 1,200 during the Holocaust
Report: Diplomatic tensions again simmer between Israel and Poland
Understanding the Israel-Poland standoff over the Holocaust - opinion
Amid Spat With EU, Poland Accuses Germany Of Seeking To Create A 'Fourth Reich'
Examining Some Volumes of Yad Vashem Studies

Fighting against Nazism

Nonagenarian TikTok star shares Auschwitz experiences | DW | 26.12.2021
Bambi: cute, lovable, vulnerable ... or a dark parable of antisemitic terror?
New ‘Bambi’ Translation Reveals Original Story’s Undertones About Antisemitism, Nazi Persecution
New translation of ‘Bambi’ showcases tale as allegory on early Austrian antisemitism
How The Nazis Burned The Book Behind Bambi
David Seymour: Magnum founder and human rights photographer | DW | 11.12.2021
One Year After Ban on Holocaust Denial, Content Pushing False Claims About Nazi Genocide Still Rife on Facebook, ADL Says

Holocaust denial remains on Facebook one year after platform ban, ADL report finds

Fox Host Lara Logan Compares Fauci To Nazi Doctor Mengele, And Auschwitz Museum Calls It ‘Shameful’

‘An Affront to the Jewish Victims’: French Far-Right Leader Marine Le Pen Lays Memorial Wreath at Monument to Warsaw Ghetto

In Israel for Miss Universe competition, Puerto Rican contestant reveals that her great-grandfather survived the Holocaust

Australia

Eva Collins received the prestigious Righteous Among the Nations award on behalf of her late mother, Rena Skovronska and shared her story with us

Prize-winning portrait of twin survivors

Definition critics are fudging the facts

New South Wales first state in Australia to adopt IHRA definition of anti-Semitism

Christensen under fire

The English Teacher And The Nazis: Trove Of Letters In Melbourne Reveals Network That Saved Jews

State Memorial Service For Holocaust Survivor Eddie Jaku, Happiest Man On Earth

Australia's most powerful pay tribute to Holocaust survivor Eddie Jaku

Holocaust survivor Eddie Jaku farewelled in Sydney

New home for offshoot of tree that survived Theresienstadt

Vegan Activist Compares Christmas Lunch To The Holocaust, Screams At Shoppers Buying Meat

Austria

New Austrian Interior Minister Gerhard Karner Urged to Resign After Past ‘Antisemitic’ Rhetoric Revealed

Azerbaijan

Azerbaijan to commemorate International Holocaust Day

Belgium

Soccer fans filmed singing about killing Jews in Belgium

Brazil

A TV series celebrates a Brazilian’s rescue of Jews during the Holocaust. Is her story true?
Canada

Bracebridge woman who survived Holocaust appointed to Order of Canada
Julian Szirtes, Founder Of Ottawa's West-Way Taxi Survived Auschwitz, Bergen Belsen, Dachau
Brief / Trudeau reappoints Cotler as envoy to fight anti-Semitism, foster Holocaust education
Prime Minister announces reappointment of Special Envoy on Preserving Holocaust Remembrance and Combating Antisemitism
Former Member Of Calgary Police Hate Crimes Unit Compares Vaccine Policy To Holocaust
Anti-Vaxx Police Officer Compares Vaccine Mandates To Holocaust Resigns
Holocaust manipulation: Do not defile their memory
'It's trivializing the lives who so greatly suffered': Outrage continues after Holocaust imagery used in anti-mandate rally
Gananoque councillor suspended over Holocaust comparison
Document suggesting students learn positive aspects of Nazi Germany deleted by Alberta education officials | CBC News
Levkovich's List: The Montreal Diamond Dealer Who Captured Notorious Nazi War Criminals, Writes His Next Chapter
Swastikas Carved Into Ice Skating Rink in Montreal Area

Chile

Chilean diplomat who saved over 1,200 during the Holocaust honored
Wartime ID card suggests father of Chilean presidential candidate was Nazi: Report
Father’s Nazi Past Haunts Chilean Presidential Frontrunner
Chilean Jews support this right-wing presidential candidate. His father was likely a Nazi, papers show.

Czech Republic

The society of Holocaust victims: what was life inside a Nazi camp like? | OUPblog

France

France’s old bigotry finds a new face
Nazi-Looted Art in France Returned to Heirs of Jewish Owner
‘Bestial’: Veteran Nazi War Crimes Investigator Serge Klarsfeld Attacks Far-Right French Presidential Candidate Eric Zemmour

Germany

Ex-Nazi guard denies he was at Sachsenhausen concentration camp
Holocaust Survivor Testifies Against Former Typist at Concentration Camp Who Signed His Father's Death Certificate
May you live long and be prosecuted
Holocaust survivor, 86, confronts 96-year-old Nazi ‘secretary of evil’

"Maybe he's having trouble sleeping": Holocaust survivor testifies against Nazi 'secretary of evil' involved in over 11,000 murders - Market Research Telecast

Burying Leni Riefenstahl: one woman’s lifelong crusade against Hitler’s favourite film-maker

Newly found Nazi documents shed light on levies against Jews

Sections of lost Torah scroll reappear in a German town 83 years after Kristallnacht disappearance

Jewish prayer books unearthed 80 years after Nazis murdered their owners

Writer and journalist Georg Stefan Troller at 100 | DW | 10.12.2021

My Holocaust-surviving grandparents were stripped of their German citizenship by the Nazis. 80 years on, I'm one of the hundreds of Jews who have decided to reclaim it in 2021.

New German Chancellor Vows To Fight Anti-Semitism At Event Honoring Holocaust Survivors

History of Jewish life in Frankfurt can be seen at two city museums

Return to Görlitz: survivors' descendants lay memorial stones — J.

New Memorials in Berlin Honor the Holocaust's Overlooked Black Victims

**Greece**

Russia to Return Archives Looted by Nazis to Greek Jewish Community

Greek-Jewish archives return home nearly 80 years after they were looted by the Nazis

Greece Remembering German War Crimes, The Holocaust And The Civil War

**Israel**

Yad Vashem covers up the Islamic role in the Holocaust

The First And Lesser Known Holocaust Remembrance Day Was Declared On December 14th, 1948

Holocaust survivors to sue for Holocaust compensation

What Does German Holocaust Education Look Like In Israeli Schools Look Like?

A Tale of Two Menorahs: Agnon Rekindles the Hanukkah Lights

Holocaust survivors mark Hanukkah at Jerusalem Western Wall

Naomi’s Zyklon B Holocaust Hanukkah miracle

Rabbis exploited Holocaust to promote Tenth of Tevet - opinion

How European Jewish refugees wined and dined Nazi prisoners for US Army intelligence

Miss Puerto Rico stuns Yad Vashem staff with revelation she lost relatives to Shoah

Could people be reincarnated from the Holocaust era?

Israeli film on WWII Nazis hidden in US is Oscar contender
An Israeli documentary chronicles a real-life relationship between an Auschwitz prisoner and an SS officer
An Israeli documentary about Albert Speer falsified key material, one of its subjects claims
Adhering to the Historical Truth about the Mufti during the Holocaust
Israel ‘bombs Auschwitz’

**Italy**

Lina Wertmüller, First Woman Nominated for Best Director Oscar, Dies at 93

**Latvia**

Saving a Nazi Concentration Camp from Being Forgotten

**Netherlands**

Ernst Verduin, one of the last Dutch Auschwitz survivors, dies at 94
Dutch Judge: Remove Tweets Comparing Unvaccinated To Jews
'The Unvaccinated Are The New Jews' - Dutch Minister On Trial For Comparing The Pandemic To The Holocaust
Dutch MP ordered to delete Covid Holocaust social media posts
Judge forces Dutch lawmaker to remove tweets likening Holocaust to COVID-19 measures

**New Zealand**

False equivalency - the Holocaust, Palestine, and vaccination

**Norway**

Warriors remembered Remembering Norwegian heroism 75 years on

**Poland**

Hanukkah Behind The Ghetto Wall
Remembering Auschwitz and the 1.1 million people who died there
Video: The Massacre of the Jews of Poland
80 years ago this month, Nazis invented 'industrial murder' at quiet Chelmno
Monument to a Polish Man Who Offered Water to Jews in Treblinka Sparks Controversy
They Jailed Him for Insulting Hitler on an Unopened Envelope
Polish anti-vaccination rally jeered for use of Holocaust imagery
'Shameful': Auschwitz-Style Banner At Polish Covid Vaccine Protest Condemned

**Puerto Rico**

Miss Puerto Rico Michelle Colon's Great-Grandfather Was A Holocaust Survivor
Russia
Return Russia archives of Greek Jewish communities looted by Nazis

Switzerland
Swiss-Jewish artist wants museum to take down her paintings over concerns about art purchased from Jews under duress during WWII
Jewish Artist to Pull Artwork From Swiss Museum Housing Personal Collection of Nazi Arms Dealer
Swiss museum to reinvestigate origins of Nazi-era art collection
Kunstmuseum Bern to part with 29 works from Gurlitt trove suspected of being Nazi loot
Swiss museum to part with 29 works from Gurlitt trove suspected of being Nazi loot

UK
Omicron fears scupper hopes for in-person national Holocaust Memorial Day ceremony
London’s Wiener Library is the world’s oldest Holocaust archive. It’s still collecting material.
London’s Wiener Library is the world’s oldest Holocaust archive.
London Seminary Applauded for Addressing Theologians’ Antisemitism, Role in Nazi Germany
UK lawmaker apologizes for evoking Nazi Germany in debate over COVID measures
Tory MP Condemned For 'Unacceptable' Vaccine Passport 'Nazi' Slur
British TV Presenter Rachel Riley Wins Libel Lawsuit Against Ex-Jeremy Corbyn Aide Over ‘Nazi’ Tweet
New chair announced for the Association of Jewish Refugees
Craig Leviton appointed new chair of Holocaust Educational Trust
The Man Who Volunteered to be Imprisoned in Auschwitz
One of the last living liberators of Bergen-Belsen dies at 97
One of the last living liberators of Bergen-Belsen dies at 97
Captain Simmon Latutin, Fighting anti-Semitism is a universal obligation
Christmas Gift: 2 New Aunts
Prime Minister honours teen who co-wrote great-grandmother’s Auschwitz memoir
History remembered and victims of the Holocaust honoured by Mansfield college students
New Film Asks Last Living Generation From Third Reich About Their Role In The Shoah
Film review: Final Account
Doug Moran Prize 2021: Asher Keddie, Holocaust Survivors and Ghostly Crew Portraits Share Major Win
‘It became crystal clear they were lying’: the man who made Germans admit complicity in the Holocaust

Holocaust Survivor's Great-Grandson Asks For Cards For Her 98th Birthday

Thousands of cards sent to Holocaust survivor for her 98th birthday

Holocaust Survivor Gets Thousands of Cards for 98th Birthday After Great-Grandson’s Online Appeal

'The Nazis didn't win!' Auschwitz survivor's surprise and joy as she gets 2,500 cards to celebrate her 98th birthday after appeal by her great-grandson on TikTok

Far Right Leader Suggested Mein Kampf To Followers

Co-Founder of UK Neo-Nazi Group National Action Convicted on Terror Charges

Co-founder of Neo-Nazi Group Convicted on Terror Charges

Shock: Mob of Thugs Attack Jewish Teens on Bus, Make Nazi Salute

Ukraine

‘Holocoste’ sweatshirt taken down by Ukrainian Jewish group

USA

A baby was taken from her mother’s arms in the Holocaust. The family just reunited.

Family reunited decades after mothers separated at Auschwitz

Brief / NY banks urged to waive transfer, processing fees for Holocaust reparation payments

Her family survived the Holocaust: Now a rabbi shelters Afghan refugees to pay forward the kindness of strangers

Never giving up on dreams: 85-year-old Holocaust refugee applies to medical school

When FDR Appeased Vichy; A Troubling 80th Anniversary

The Nazis Fought the Original War on Christmas

In L.A, Austria honors Jews who fled WWII darkness to forge Hollywood’s Golden Age

US prep schools held student exchanges with elite Nazi academies

How Nazi Germany used student exchanges with US prep schools to promote propaganda

Helping the US get the bomb, this Jewish mathematician faced an ethical problem

US taps Eizenstat to return to government Holocaust advisory post

US Supreme Court will hear case of Nazi-looted Pissarro painting

Brief / US Supreme Court to hear case about Jewish-owned Pissarro painting looted by Nazis

New York Court Says Fight Over Nazi Stolen Degas Doesn't Belong Here

For Aging New Yorkers, Help With Health Care

Charlottesville Was Only a Preview

Facebook sold ads comparing vaccine to Holocaust
The One-Woman Battle Against Pro-Nazi Bias on Wikipedia
How Companies Can Address Their Historical Transgressions
Mengele and the Need for Holocaust Education
ADL Denounces Fox’s Lara Logan for Comparing Fauci to Nazi War Criminal
Anti-Defamation League and Auschwitz Museum condemn Fox host for comparing Fauci to Nazi doctor who performed medical experiments at death camp
Fox’s Lara Logan Digs In, Boosts Attacks on Auschwitz Museum
Fauci calls out Fox for its silence after host compares him to Nazi doctor
Lara Logan: Fox News host condemned over Fauci Nazi doctor comments
Lara Logan draws outrage for comparing Fauci to Nazi doctor Josef Mengele on Fox News
Fauci Fires Back At Lara Logan Over Holocaust Comments; Appears On A Fox Network For First Time In Months
Dr. Anthony Fauci 'Astounded' That Fox News Hasn't Punished Lara Logan For Comparing Him To Nazi 'Angel Of Death'
After Comparing Anthony Fauci to Nazi Doctor Lara Logan Disappears Off Fox Airwaves
What’s behind the attacks on Dr. Fauci
Essex-Westford School Board Member Draws Backlash For Holocaust Comparison
Comment: Comparing vaccine passports to the Holocaust is absurd and dangerous
Normalization of Holocaust parallels in COVID era
The Dangerous Banality of Outrage
Why the Ongoing Fascination With the Holocaust by Non-Jews?
Fox News removes cartoon depicting George Soros as a puppet master after ADL complains
Fox News withdraws antisemitic cartoon of financier George Soros
Carroll ISD aims to end secret recordings among staff after Holocaust controversy
Lawsuit: School Officials Tried To Cover-Up Holocaust Questioner Latson, Attack Investigator
Speaker: Increasing degrees of hate led to Holocaust
Join efforts to prevent Holocaust from ever happening again | Opinion
Column: Sinclair Lewis' fiery 1935 novel about a fascist coup is disturbingly prophetic
Last Surviving ‘Band Of Brothers’ Officer – A Jewish Soldier Who Toasted His Son’s Bar Mitzvah With Cognac Stolen From Hitler’s ‘Eagle’s Nest’ – Dies At 99
Edward Shames, last surviving ‘Band of Brothers’ officer, dead at 99
Army Col. Edward Shames, the last officer of the ‘Band of Brothers’ dies at 99
‘Band of Brothers’ unit’s last WWII veteran, Edward Shames dies
Jewish WWII Veteran Remembered for Liberation of Dachau Concentration Camp, Toasting Son’s Bar Mitzvah With Hitler’s Cognac
Ed Shames, ‘Band of Brothers’ vet who toasted son’s bar mitzvah with Hitler’s cognac, dies at 99
Edward Dadv. Shames, Last Living ‘Band of Brothers’ Officer, Dies at 99
Edward Shames (1922–2021), last surviving “Band of Brothers” officer
Edward Shames, last ‘Band of Brothers’ officer laid to rest in Norfolk.
Holocaust survivor, Stockton professor Murray Kohn dies at age 92
Henry Orenstein, the Transformers toys inventor, Holocaust survivor and poker star, is dead at 98
Transformers toys inventor Henry Orenstein, a Holocaust survivor, dies aged 98
Industry mourns passing of architect Stephen B. Jacobs | Real Estate Weekly
Miriam Fellig, 89, Holocaust Survivor ‘Adopted’ by the Rebbe - Her entire family murdered by the Nazis, she took the ultimate revenge
He Bombed the Nazis, Outwitted the Soviets and Modernized Christmas
Jack Feldman, Holocaust survivor who told his story in Emmy-winning documentary, dies at 95
18 Noteworthy Jews who died in 2021
Rabbis, teachers, friends: 18 Jews whose deaths diminished our communities in 2021
May their memories be a blessing: 18 notable New York Jews who died in 2021
Holocaust survivor Roman Kent’s daughter tricked dad into cutting son out of $650K inheritance: suit
Abilene talk: Holocaust survivor Paula Weissman has no room for hate, only hope
Holocaust Survivor, 98, is a "Member of Chabad"
Holocaust survivors reconnect after 82 years, thanks to dedicated researcher
101 Cards for a 101 year old Holocaust Survivor
Surviving the Holocaust was a miracle, but the nightmares persist
NYC woman whose relatives were killed in Holocaust gets striped pajamas pulled from shelves
Tree of ‘Continuity’ First Planted by Children at Terezin Concentration Camp Dedicated at Museum of Jewish Heritage
A tree that survived the Holocaust gains a new life in New York City
An obligation to speak: Holocaust survivor details concentration camp experience
Encore: A Toy Monkey That Escaped Nazi Germany And Reunited A Family
SouthCoast lawmakers, Jewish educators support new mandatory genocide education law
The most powerful Jewish artist you’ve never heard of
No shock value, just shock: Exhibit shows Boris Lurie’s searing post-Holocaust works
Jerry Zaks’ family journey from Auschwitz to Broadway
Brief / Michigan Holocaust museum receives $15 million gift, single largest in its history
Holocaust Memorial Center gets $15 million donation from Zekelman family
Maltzes Give 6m To US Holocaust Memorial Museum

Boutwell Family Matching Grant Will Help Expand Holocaust Education Across North Florida

Temple Judea receives gift of Holocaust sculpture - Community News - The Island Now

Spreading the joy of a grandmother’s library

Fatsurtle Announces Partnership With The Phoenix Holocaust Association

Urgent Necessity to Find a Refuge: Why Not America?

The surprising common psychological traits between the far left and far right

What All Antisemites Can Agree On

A German cellist’s obsession: Reuniting a family scattered by the Holocaust - The Boston Globe

A Holocaust tale with a basketball ending

CMS students hear emotional testimony from Holocaust survivor over Zoom

Scarsdale woman, hunted by Nazis in Poland, shares story of survival

Exhibit honors diplomats who risked all to save Jews from Holocaust

DC 3rd graders made to reenact Holocaust ‘because Jews ruined Christmas’

‘Beyond inappropriate:’ DC students told to re-enact scenes of the Holocaust

Washington DC Elementary School Staff Member Placed on Leave for Directing Students to Reenact Holocaust, Mass Shootings, and Hitler’s Suicide

Washington, D.C., 3rd-graders told to reenact scenes from the Holocaust

Washington: Young pupils allegedly told to re-enact events from the Holocaust in DC school

Elementary school students allegedly traumatized from reenacting scenes from the Holocaust

Young pupils allegedly forced to reenact Holocaust in Washington school

DC Librarian Who Made Children Reenact Holocaust Is Failed Dem Candidate, Convicted Fraudster, and Animal Abuser

The DC Librarian Responsible for the ‘Reenact the Holocaust’ Fiasco Is a Total Mess of a Person

Librarian behind school Holocaust reenactment was a fraud convict in N.J.

Brief / US Holocaust Museum advises Holocaust education after DC school reenactment scandal

Holocaust Memorial Museum weighs in on educating people about Holocaust history

Part XI: Life Under Nazi Rule January-June 1941

What got lost when Oskar Schindler’s story became ‘Schindler’s List’

Hagy Belzberg Is Teaching About The Holocaust Through Architecture

Holocaust Memoir Offers Lessons From The Past To Provide A Better Future For Generations To Come

Long after the Holocaust, the glittering spirit of a Jewish art world endures

Six decades after Adolf Eichmann trial, an artist’s graphic response is timely as ever

New certificate aims to expand Holocaust education
New Bill Would Establish Holocaust Education Week
Woman honored for giving Holocaust survivors a voice
From the Stacks: Research into a single photo uncovers Holocaust secrecy
How Do You Teach Kids About the Holocaust? Not Like This.
Local Holocaust film group wins Emmy for documentary - Charleston City Paper
YSU’s Judaic, Holocaust studies center’s future in question
Holocaust in Holland Focus of Three-Part Series, Beginning Jan. 20
Schaumburg Library hosts Holocaust Remembrance Day programs
The Art Of Translation: Two Books By Valley Academics Shed Light On The Holocaust And The Writing Life
‘Brilliant’ is how Dr. Ruth describes Tovah Feldshuh’s portrayal of her
Actor Stephen Tobolowsky’s “A Good Day At Auschwitz” Is a Tale of Mourning and Friendship
Arlekin Players bear 'Witness' to a Holocaust tragedy aboard the MS St. Louis
Why Jerry Lewis’ The Day The Clown Cried Was Never Released
Feature Documentary 'Finding Fioretta' to Begin Production Next Year
A California university could rename library honoring a Nazi sympathizer
Fresno State University will consider renaming library honoring Nazi sympathizer
T-shirt companies promise to stop selling ‘Holocaust’ T-shirts
Swastika Found in Massachusetts High School Amid String of Controversies
Brief / Hitler stickers appear at Dickinson College Jewish center near Harrisburg, Pa.
Austin Chabad Lights Menorah At Highway Overpass Where Neo-Nazis Hung Antisemitic Banners
NJ Cops Investigate Swastika Sticker Placed at Local Synagogue on Last Day of Hanukkah
Boise, Idaho Anne Frank Memorial Again Targeted With Antisemitic Vandalism
Indiana University Jewish Community Decries ‘Hatred’ After Sixth Swastika in Weeks Found in Bloomington
After Repeated Hate Graffiti Westfield Schools Eye Stricter Policies
Maryland Cops Investigating Antisemitic COVID-19 Fliers Distributed by Neo-Nazi ‘GDL’ Organization
Swastikas Graffitied at Borough Park Playground, as Antisemitic Hate Crimes Surge in NYC
NYC Cops Arrest Homeless Man for Lower Manhattan Swastika Vandalism Spree
3 Doral Academy Students Face Consequences After Making Swastika Out Of Pencils
‘Looking for the Good War’ Says Our Nostalgia for World War II Has Done Real Harm

‘Betrayed’ Review: A Treacherous Holocaust Tragedy

A Cousin’s Courage

Vatican

Former Vatican Cardinal: "Jews Spread Corona in the World" - Israel Today

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. Generations of the Shoah International and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust survivors, their descendants and friends, and other interested people. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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